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Italian yard Monte Carlo Yachts has revealed more information about its new Skylounge
Collection.
The new four-model range spans 20.1m to 24.4m in length. The 20.1m MCY 70 Skylounge is
the rst yacht and the smallest model in the range. It will be on show at the Miami Yacht
Show in February.
Spread out over three decks, the MCY 70 Skylounge has accommodation for a total of eight
people, including an owner’s cabin aft and VIP forward of the lower deck. Elsewhere, the

yacht’s spacious galley is joined to the interior dining area on the main deck. The enclosed
bridge makes up the third deck on board.
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The new series follows on the builder’s second-generation range, which spans 20.1 metres to
32 metres and includes large volumes and “limitless personalisation options”, the yard said.
Speaking about the new range, MCY managing director Fabrizio Iarrera said: "We rmly
believe in a close and continuous relationship with our customers, and the MCY Skylounge
Collection is the perfect example of this."
Designed by the Nuvolari Lenard Design Studio, the range features a wide and customisable
enclosed ybridge with 360 degree views. The interior meanwhile will be distinguished by
“timeless elegance”. The layouts include a large lounge area on the enclosed bridge next to the
helm and a wide and bright space on the main deck that can be tted according to the
owner’s wishes.
Carlo Nuvolari and Dan Lenard said: “We were inspired by the idea of creating a yacht for all
seasons.
"The new MCY 70 Skylounge was designed with all the possible comforts to be a homeaway-from-home enjoyable throughout the year, and one that o ers the owner a peaceful
place to be shared with family and friends, a place for those that enjoy cruising and are
looking to escape for unique and exclusive moments.”

